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	Several years ago, I attended a conference in Shanghai that brought together

	leading American and Chinese thinkers about games and learning. The event’s

	organizers asked us to share what we saw as best practices from our respective

	countries. The Chinese game designers proudly displayed games that included

	historically accurate and precisely realized recreations of historical villages

	and cities from pre-twentieth-century China. They have filled these historical

	recreations with artefacts replicated from cultural museums or used them as

	settings to re-enact cultural rituals, such as wedding ceremonies. Many of the

	games were based on classical Chinese literature, especially Three Kingdoms.

	When asked about what players did in those games, they shrugged. The player

	was an observer, not a participant. The games were elaborate field trips.





	By contrast, the games Americans shared were much more stylized, either

	because they consciously embraced strategies of abstraction or because they

	lacked the budget available to industrial titles or the government funding of

	our Chinese counterparts. The American games, on the other hand, emphasized

	the learning process as shaped far more by the game mechanics than

	by what was represented on the screen. Americans were embracing play as

	experimentation and improvisation: students learn by doing.





	As someone who has been part of the push for games and learning from

	early on, through the work that I did with Kurt Squire, Eric Klopfer, Alex

	Chisholm and others on MIT’s Game to Teach and Education Arcade initiatives,

	this conference was transformative for me. Early on, we were doing

	thought experiments, mocking up demos, modding existing games, doing

	anything we could to try to demonstrate to funding sources that games could

	be used to enable learning.
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Peer to Peer Computing: The Evolution of a Disruptive TechnologyIdea Group Publishing, 2005
Peer to Peer Computing: The Evolution of Disruptive Technology takes a holistic approach to the affects P2P Computing has on a number a disciplines. Some of those areas covered within this book include grid computing, web services, bio-informatics, security, finance and economics, collaboration, and legal issues. Unique in its approach, Peer to...
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Android Security CookbookPackt Publishing, 2013

	Practical recipes to delve into Android's security mechanisms by troubleshooting common vulnerabilities in applications and Android OS versions


	Overview

	
		Analyze the security of Android applications and devices, and exploit common vulnerabilities in applications and Android operating systems
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VMware Certified Professional Test PrepAuerbach Publications, 2008
Written by VM-certified instructors with years of professional and teaching experience, VMware Certified Professional Test Prep is the ultimate guide to the VCP exam. Its organized and highly practical approach will help administrators successfully complete the exam while also maximizing their ability to apply this tool on the job....
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Competitive Intelligence: Gathering, Analysing And Putting It to WorkGower, 2005

	Every business manager needs intelligence to find suppliers, mobilize capital, win customers and fend off rivals. Obtaining this is often an unplanned, instinctive process. The manager who has a conscious, systematic approach to acquiring intelligence will be better placed to recognize and seize opportunities whilst safeguarding the...
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Herbal Products: Toxicology and Clinical Pharmacology (Forensic Science and Medicine)Humana Press, 2007

	Herbal Products: Toxicology and Clinical Pharmacology, Second Edition builds on the informative foundation laid by its predecessor. This fully revised and expanded second edition boasts more than 200 new references that document efficacy studies and adverse effects and four new chapters devoted to dietary products. Practitioners and...
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Innovation and Entrepreneurship: Powerful Tools for a Modern Knowledge-Based Economy (SpringerBriefs in Business)Springer, 2014

	In this book, Hanadi Mubarak, Ali Husain and Michael promote the concept of innovation incubators from a business-management perspective. The book provides a comprehensive roadmap for the development of new economies based on technology, as well as value added in technology transfer, innovation development and an entrepreneurial climate.
...
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